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Developing group recommender systems has been a vital requirement due to
the prevalence of group activities. However, existing group recommender sys-
tems still suffer from data sparsity problem because they rely on individual
recommendation methods with a predefined aggregation strategy. To solve
this problem, we propose a cross-domain group recommender system with a
generalized aggregation strategy in this paper. A generalized aggregation strat-
egy is developed to build group profile in the target domain with the help of
individual preferences extracted from a source domain with sufficient data. By
adding the constraints between the individual preference and the group pro-
file, knowledge is transferred to assist in the group recommendation task in the
target domain. Experiments on a real-world dataset justify the effectiveness
and rationality of our proposed cross-domain recommender systems. The re-
sults show that we increase the accuracy of group recommendation on different
sparse ratios with the help of individual data from the source domain.
Keywords: recommender system, group recommender system, cross-domain
recommender system, collaborative filtering
1. Introduction
Recommender system has attracted great attention from academics and in-
dustries due to its ability of handling information overload problem1. Many
online service systems, such as Amazon, Google, and Yelp are increasingly
adopting recommender systems. The increasing group activities in various
online service systems, such as trips, parties and family activities, have
triggered the development of group recommender systems2. Although ex-
tensive research have been conducted to improve performance of individual
recommender systems, investigation in group recommender systems is still
lacking. The recommendation task is different when the users change from
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individuals to a group. The preference of the group is modeled to gen-
erate a group profile, which depends on the preference of individuals and
the composition of the group. In this way, the strategies of group profile
generation are very important in group recommender systems.
Group recommender systems usually contain two necessary phases:
group profile generation phase and recommendation phase3. In the group
profile generation phase, several efficient aggregation strategies to fuse pref-
erences of group members, such as average, least misery, maximum satisfac-
tion are developed. In the recommendation phase, individual recommenda-
tion techniques are utilized, such as memory-based collaborative filtering
(CF)3 and latent factor model-based CF4, or hybrid methods5. Similar
to recommender systems for individuals, data sparsity is also a challenging
issue in group recommender systems. Since the history records of groups
are even less than those of individuals, the data sparsity problem in group
recommender systems is more severe.
Previous studies attempted to tackle the group rating sparsity problem
by introducing additional information, such as social information6, trust7,8,
and content information9,10 to depict member interaction or personality.
Unfortunately, such additional information is not always available. Another
solution is to transfer knowledge from a domain where relatively sufficient
data is collected, which is known as cross-domain recommender systems.
There is still a gap between cross-domain recommender systems and group
recommender systems. How can the group recommender systems benefit
from a source domain with sufficient data remains a problem to be solved.
In this paper, we propose a cross-domain group recommender system
(CDGRS) with a generalized aggregation strategy. For each group member,
their individual preferences are modeled from a source domain with suffi-
cient data. We integrate the group profile generation and the recommen-
dation into one unified matrix factorization (MF) method with constrains
between group profile and individual preferences. Different aggregation
strategies to build group profile are integrated to provide decision-makers
with more flexibility.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A generalized aggregation strategy is proposed to build group pro-
file with individual preferences. Several aggregation strategies are
integrated, therefore offering flexibility for decision-making in dif-
ferent group recommendation scenarios.
• A CDGRS with a generalized aggregation strategy is developed
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which first transfers knowledge from a source domain to assist
group recommendation in a target domain, thus alleviating the
sparsity problem in group recommender systems.
• Experiments and comparison analysis are conducted on a real-
world dataset. The results show that our proposed CDGRSs can
increase the accuracy of recommendation compared with group rec-
ommender systems built on one domain.
The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents some notations and
preliminaries related to our proposed CDGRS, and constructs a CDGRS.
Experiments and comparison analysis are presented in Section 3. Finally,
Section 4 concludes this paper.
2. A Cross-domain Group Recommender System
In this section, we first present several frequently used notations and prelim-
inaries of MF. Afterwards, we present the details of our proposed CDGRS.
2.1. Notations and Preliminaries
Suppose we have S groups and H items in one domain, we denote the
interactions between groups and items as G ∈ RS×H(bold uppercase letter
represents a matrix). If each group expresses their preferences through
explicit ratings, such as {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ?}(“?” means a missing value), the
group-item rating matrix G is denoted as [gl,k]S×H . Based on the baised
MF model11, an unknown group rating ĝl,k can be estimated by








where η indicates the overall average rating of groups, and the parameters bgl
and bgk indicate the observed deviations of group gl and item vk, respectively.
The vectors pgl ∈ RK , and q
g
k ∈ RK are the group and item latent factors,
which are in a common latent factor feature space of a lower dimensionality
K.
The recommendation task is to predict the missing values in the rating
matrix based on the groups’ historical rating records. Since there are many
missing values in the rating matrix G, directly factorizing the highly sparse
rating matrix is proven to overfitting. To tackle this problem, regularization
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The parameter λ1 ≥ 0, and gl,k indicates the real group rating on item vk.
The optimization problem can be solved by gradient descent.
2.2. Cross-domain Group Recommender System
To our best knowledge, there is still no research that combines cross domain
recommender systems with group recommendation. Based on the unified
MF model in Eq. (2), we construct a CDGRS by extracting knowledge





























where r̂i,j = µ + bi + bj + p
T
i qj , which represents the predicted rating of
individual user µ1 on item ij . Similar to Eq. (2), µ indicates the overall
average ratings of individual users, and bi and bj are the user and item
biases. The vectors pi ∈ RK and qj ∈ RK are the user and item latent
factors, respectively. Particularly, f(·) is an aggregation function, such as
average (favg), minimum (fmin) and power average (fpa) operator. ‖ · ‖F
denotes the Frobenius norm.






k} can be learned for group rec-
ommendation from the optimization problem min 12JCDGRS (θ). Gradient
descent can be used to solve the proposed system, and the cost function is
non-increasing under the following update rules:














(gl,k − ĝl,k)× (pgl )
T − λ3qgk (5)





(gl,k − ĝl,k)− λ3bgl (6)





(gl,k − ĝl,k)− λ3bgk (7)
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Generally, there are many types of predefined aggregation strategies to
model group profile, including the most widely used strategies such as av-
erage, the least misery, the maximum satisfaction, and the expertise strat-
egy. Since the function f(·) is a generalized form, our proposed system
is a generalized CDGRS which can be reduced to various forms with dif-






fmin(pi) = Min(pi), and fmax(pi) = Max(pi).
Finally, a group rating predicted can be determined using Eq. (2), and a
group recommendation list can be generated according to the top-K highest
scores of ĝl,k.
3. Experiments and Analysis
This section conducts experiments on a real world data set CAMRa20111
using our proposed CDGRS and some baselines. Then, the experimental
results and comparison analysis are presented to conclude this section.
3.1. Dataset Description and Metrics
CAMRa2011 is a real-world movie rating dataset containing both individ-
ual user and group’s rating information. We aim to recommend movies for
the groups in this dataset. However, the group rating domain suffer from
serious data sparsity problem. To deal with this issue, We try to extract
knowledge from individual user ratings to assist group recommendation,
and the modified user ratings are treated as the source domain. To testify
the impact of sparse radio of group rating on the group recommendation
performance, we randomly extracted three subsets of groups and items to
form three group rating datasets with three different sparse ratios, target1,
target2, and target3. Finally, we normalized all the ratings in both do-
mains to a rating scale from 1 to 5. The details of the final datasets are
summarized in Table 1.
To evaluate the accuracy of our proposed CDGRSs and baselines, we
use mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE)12 as
the evaluation metrics.
3.2. Baselines
To justify the effectiveness and superiority of our proposed CDGRS, we
compare it with three existing baselines as below.
1http://2011.camrachallenge.com/2011
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Table 1. Statistical information on the CAMRa2011 dataset.
source domain target1 target2 target3
# User/Group 1644 289 289 289
# Item 7792 1701 1701 1701
# Rating 146408 5445 3925 1965
Sparse ratio 98.87% 99.6% 99.2% 99%
Average 3.6838 3.8124 2.1803 2.1306
• SVD11. This method is the basic model applied by our proposal.
• Pearson user-based CF13. This method is a classical memory-based
CF approach which utilizes the Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate
user similarities
• After factorization (AF)14. This method computes the group profile
by merging the latent factors of the users that belong to the group. Then,
group recommendation is generated by calculating the inner product be-
tween group profile and every item vector.
3.3. Experiments Results
Tables 2 and 3 show the comparison results of our CDGRS with other base-
lines. To save space, we only compare our CDGRS with three aggregation
strategies with the baselines. As shown in the last three rows of Tables 2
and 3, the three proposed CDGRS systems are denoted as CDGRS avg,
CDGRS max, and CDGRS min, respectively. We can see that our pro-
posed system performs better than the baselines. When the sparse ratio
varies in the target group domain, the performance of the CDGRS with
different aggregation strategies is also different. It is reasonable because
different strategies cater for different decision scenarios. Therefore, our
proposed CDGRS provides decision-makers with more flexibility through
integrating different aggregation strategies into one system. In addition,
the Pearson user-based CF failed or can only generate a very small portion
of group rating predictions duo to the particularly sparsity problem of our
group domain. Overall, our proposed CDGRS system demonstrates supe-
rior accuracy and flexibility even when the group domain is very sparse.
4. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents a CDGRS with a generalized aggregation strategy. It
has two advantages compared with extant research. First, previous group
recommender systems can only consider one aggregation strategy at a time,
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Table 2. MAE prediction performance for group recommendation.
target1 target2 target3
SVD 0.6767 ± 0.0136 0.4949 ± 0.0096 0.3298 ± 0.0073
AF 1.6892 ± 0.0141 0.4286 ± 0.0087 1.7574 ± 0.0042
CDGRS avg 0.6073 ± 0.0154 0.3177 ± 0.0075 0.3204 ± 0.0055
CDGRS max 0.6222 ± 0.0150 0.3158 ± 0.0079 0.3169 ± 0.0054
CDGRS min 0.6211 ± 0.0104 0.3160 ± 0.0070 0.3175 ± 0.0050
Table 3. RMSE prediction performance for group recommendation.
target1 target2 target3
SVD 0.8290 ± 0.0174 0.6315 ± 0.0085 0.4402 ± 0.0153
AF 1.7401 ± 0.0138 1.4897 ± 0.0084 1.8074 ± 0.0035
CDGRS avg 0.7316 ± 0.0166 0.4220 ± 0.0097 0.4166 ± 0.0063
CDGRS max 0.7459 ± 0.0162 0.4204 ± 0.0099 0.4137 ± 0.0067
CDGRS min 0.7451 ± 0.0170 0.4195 ± 0.0090 0.4145 ± 0.0056
this study integrates a generalized aggregation strategy into a unified MF
method. Therefore, our proposed CDGRS provides decision-makers with
more flexibility to choose the appropriate aggregation strategy according
to practical decision scenarios. Second, this proposed CDGRS leverages
the auxiliary information from individual user preferences to assist group
recommendation in the target domain with insufficient data. Experiments
are conducted on a real-world movie rating dataset. The results show that
our proposed system performs better than three other baselines. In the
future, we will try to extract knowledge from other domains, such as books
and musics, to facilitate the group recommendation for movies.
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